
Treelimb Products’ Rod Notestine has
purchased Sword Sights and said he plans
to develop new packaging and new mod-
els. At left Notestine (in white) is showing
the new entry level Saber sight to Nate
Cline of the Outdoor Insights television
program. The Saber is an all-aluminum
three pin sight where the windage and
gang adjustments are numbered and laser
engraved. The sight incorporates a level
and the Sword brand has long been know
for the durability of the fiber optic strands.
Reach Treelimb Products in Ohio by call-
ing (419) 658-2010.

Chad Allen of Gold Tip checks out the
view through a Dual Lens scope in a Pro
Series Scope Housing from Specialty
Archery with the aid of a Clarifier sampling
tool. This scope has a 6 power center and a 2
power background. The tool contains each
of the tiny lenses which screw into the com-
pany’s machined peeps, and by viewing
them in a pro shop the shooter can find out
which works best to sharpen the target face
with his chosen peep size and scope lens.

Specialty Archery also offers dealers an
aperture display so shooters can decide
which size to buy and screw into their peep.
You can go all the way down to 1/32 of an
inch with the Super Ball Peep, the Super Ball
Hooded Peep or the lightweight Pro Series
Peep. For the hunter who wants to use the
same hunting bow in leagues, the company
machines a 1/4 inch hooded peep that
accepts size-reducing apertures, the Clarifier
lenses mentioned above or Verifier lenses
that help older eyes keep both pin sights
and game animals in focus. 

Specialty Archery’s catalog and web site
both do a good job of explaining how all the
elements work together, and shop tools like
the ones below come with complete
instructions. The web site also lists retailers
who carry these tools, since those full-ser-
vice retailers can help insure the shooter
ends up with the right combination while
generating strong profit margins.

Reach the Iowa manufacturer by calling
(800) 555-2856.
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Prototech Industries has given the compact Bowmaster bow press a new lease on life
by developing brackets that allow it to press parallel limb bows. Nici Takala is holding the
packaged brackets while Edwin Paff is using the Bowmaster with brackets installed. Using
a ratchet handle on the pocket-sized press speeds things up:The for-
mer retailer claims he can press a bow in 45 seconds that way.
Bowmaster and brackets are sold separately and development is
underway on a second set of brackets for bows whose limbs go
beyond parallel. Get more information by calling the Illinois firm at
(847) 223-9808.

Excalibur Crossbows already had recreational weight cross-
bows in colors, but co-founder Kath Troubridge said many women
want the power of a hunting crossbow. Since deer don’t see in color
anyway, the company has brought out a pink camo version of its
Vixen II crossbow.The Vixen II is a 150 pound draw crossbow that is
the lightest in weight and the shortest in length among the com-
pany’s many models. The crossbow weighs 5.9 pounds and the
shortened buttstock gives it a 35.5 inch overall length. For details
on the 2010 product line, call the Ontario firm at (519) 743-6890.

ArrowTrade Coaching and
tuning columnist Larry Wise
looks over the Hind Sight
Magnum, the most popular
in the company’s line. Don
Priebe (right) said the
Magnum retails for just
$37.95 because it’s designed
to work with the hunter’s
existing front sight. Like all
the Hind Sight models, this
one uses angled crosshairs
molded with the ProGlo 20
crystals suspended in a clear
polycarbonate. The crystals
are so effective at storing
light that their manufacturer
says a seven minute charge should keep them glowing for 14 hours.

“For a morning hunt, I’ll shine a flashlight on them, count to 20,
and I’m good until the sun comes up,” Priebe said.

Hind Sight makes a wide range of sights, including integrated
models, but the principal behind all of them is to eliminate bow-
hand torque while increasing accuracy by providing an extend-
ed sighting plain and low-light capabilities. For a catalog detail-
ing the different styles, call (734) 878-2842.

Hunting products evolve
so rapidly it’s hard to talk in
absolutes, but for now Opti-
Logic Corporation co-
founder Dr. Patrick Murphy
(at right) believes the com-
pany’s tiny Micro I
rangefinder is the “smallest
hunting rangefinder on the
planet.” Designed for
archery, it ranges out to 100
yards and offers a full ballis-
tic compensation feature,
something the Opti-Logic
brand helped pioneer in the
hunting industry. At right,
you can get a feel for the
unit’s size in the hand of
Bowhunter Associate Publisher Danny Ferris, who
tried it during a media breakfast sponsored by the
T-13 Creative ad agency headed by Tim Kent.

For your two season hunters, Opti-Logic has a
Micro 2 unit that ranges out to 400 yards. The larger
rangefinder above is the new Sabre, which ranges
out to 1200 yards on natural optics and which incor-
porates a quality 6x30 monocular.“It’s our answer to
the competition’s high end rangefinders but will
come in at a mid-range price,” Dr. Murphy com-
mented. Reach Opti-Logic at (931) 454-0897.

Doug Vondewater of EP Hunting uses a scaled-up
model of the Reign broadhead while addressing writ-
ers at the T-13 press breakfast.The broadhead uses piv-
oting, self centering blades to help keep the arrow on
course when they go by bone. If the point should strike
bone, he said the sharply angled tip tends to shatter
bone rather than crack it and wedge in it. Reach EP
Hunting in Michigan at (612) 293-2813.
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Spectrum™ 2o Offset
coming soon!

Jon Teater and Norm Mullaney (right) took
advantage of the ATA Show for an extended
discussion of testing procedures for bows
and crossbows. Mullaney is credited for orig-
inating scientific bow testing for publica-
tions and has long been active on the indus-
try’s technical committees. His test work
continues to appear in Bowhunting World
Magazine. Jon Teater’s work appears on the
Archery Evolution website and in the pages
of ArrowTrade Magazine.

ACU Archery’s Josh Butcher (far right) gave
ArrowTrade part of the credit for the strong booth
traffic and sales the new company generated at its
first ATA Show. Butcher said publicity in the January
issue had dealers calling to order the bow locks even
before the show opened. Butcher is talking with two
key vendors that produce the machined aluminum lock. Jason Hudkins of Athens Archery
(center) handles the machining while Larry Williams works for Danco, which does the anodiz-
ing in Warsaw, Indiana.  A Molded Econo ACU Lock was unveiled at the show and retailers
were ordering them by the dozens to safeguard bows on display and to sell to customers.
Reach ACU Archery in Wabash, Indiana by calling (260) 563-6097.
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Grayling Outdoor Products is best known for its quivers but the firm
already manufactures a range of bowhunting related products, from broad-
head sharpeners to inexpensive arrow straighteners. Now Grayling’s Sharon
Priebe is helping Vernon Sandel launch his own Bowhunter’s Advantage
brand. His first product, called the Lock-A-Draw, uses the specially modified
Grayling quiver he’s holding.Weighing just 8 ounces, the device can be used
to safely lock a bow at full draw for hunters like Sandel himself who can no
longer handle high draw weights. The unit is carried like an extra arrow but
has a mechanical release with safety at one end, a bracket that fits on the
quiver mounting block on the other. Snapped in place on a bow, your cus-
tomer can draw conventionally or with leg and back muscles by placing his
foot on the grip or in a stirrup mounted to the stabilizer hole. Dealer cost for
the Lock-A-Draw starts at $95, with quantity discounts available. Reach
Sandel at (906) 482-6557 or for Grayling’s own products, call (989) 348-2956.

A pair of Burmese Pythons helped draw attention to the Python series of
sights Cobra Archery introduced during the show. Derek Braun of Captive
Born Reptiles was on hand to make sure neither the snakes nor the cus-

tomers were any the worse
for the interaction. The
sight series uses fully pro-
tected and easy to replace
straight fibers and starts
with a basic 3 and 5 pin
model in black, Lost Camo
or APG. The mid-range
models have contrasting
stainless steel tool-free
lockdowns (see inset) while
the top end 5 pin sight in
black has micro-adjustabili-
ty. Tom Simmons (left) and
Kevin Faurot said retail pric-
ing ranges from $70 to
$130. Call (800) 352-6272.

Jeff DeRegnaucourt (left) of Burr and
Company goes through the benefits of a new
hunting and fishing accident insurance plan the
agency is selling with Patty and Jason Lane of
Family Archery, Rushville, Illinois. The premium
is $99 per person per year and the policy pays
up to $5,000 in medical bills, up to $2,600 in dis-
ability income and up to $50,000 for accidental
death or dismemberment. Retailers and outfit-
ters can get multiple copies of the policy
brochure for their customers by contacting Burr
and Company in Michigan at (800) 878-2877.

Richard and Tracy Coon  of
Indoor Outfitters in Meadville,
Pennsylvania obliged us by
demonstrating the CamoFX from
Max Performance, LLC. Three
colors come in a compact oval
applicator and you can dab them
on face and hands in seconds.
Perspiration won’t wash it off but
a dry cloth or paper towel takes it
off like magic so there’s no more
dirty sinks or ruined washcloths.
A master pack includes two 24-
unit displays. Reach the Nevada
firm by calling (888) 629-8801.
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Easton and the Media Direct advertising agency hosted a press
luncheon that attracted representatives of the top publications serving the bowhunting
industry. Above, Mark Sidelinger of Media Direct welcomes the press while Easton’s Gary
Cornum waits to speak. Manufacturers ringed the room at display tables and after enjoy-
ing their meal writers and editors were able to circulate and see the latest products. At left
outdoor writer Joe Byers looks through a viewing port to see how blood glows when you

spray it with the Blue Star liquid that’s now part of
the Wildgame Innovations product line. At right Les
Davenport gets a look at the new V3 Varmint point
with the aid of Easton’s Rich Packer (right.) Our inset
photo shows the new mechanical in the open posi-
tion. Easton also has new Diamond Wraps, a hot
shrink wrap that’s a perfect fletching surface and
that’s easy to remove when it’s time to change the
design because there’s no gummy adhesive residue.
Reach Wildgame Innovations at (225) 638-4016 or
Easton at (801) 539-1400.
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Outtech co-founder Ron
Swanson had member manu-
facturers at the Media Direct
luncheon.The industry’s largest
rep group had already hosted
it’s own celebration for retailers,
Innovations. Dealers received a
booklet of show specials and as
they placed orders got tickets
for hunt drawings held each
evening as the trade show
ended. Find out what Outtech
members cover your territory
by calling (330) 562-9929.
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Spot Hogg’s Jeff Bond (left) talks sights with James Stiltner during
the ATA Show. Spot Hogg’s newest is the Bullet Proof, a three pin
sight where the company is introducing blade style aluminum pins
that fully protect the fiber because the fiber threads through slots in
the pin. Fibers wrap the large round housing and are protected by a
clear shield. The mounting system provides over 4-1/2 inches of ver-
tical adjustment, and Spot Hogg backs
it with a lifetime warranty.

At right, the Wiseguy is a new open
jaw, forward trigger release that folds
back out of the way as needed. The
shank is micro-adjustable for length
and a magnet holds the strap in place
until you can hook it. Reach Spot
Hogg in Oregon at (888) 302-7768.

Anita DeKlerk and Charles Pella wore Elite slings made
of zebra hide before the Paradox Products president
drew the name of the retailer winning a $10,000 archery
safari at DeKlerk’s Nyalarur Game Farm in South Africa.
The winning retailer was Cathy Bliss of T-Town Archery in
Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania. Her son Charlie, a U.S.
Marine, will accompany her on the hunt. Prizes were also
awarded to American Sports of  Illinois, Custom Gear of
Tennessee and A1 Archery of Ohio. The safari provider
and Paradox are planning an even larger promotion for
the 2011 show. Reach Paradox at (610) 593-6900.

GIbbs Archery Gear is
known for products like the
Super Loop Jennifer Gibbs is
holding on a bulk spool and
the Super Tube Alan has
been using for peep aligners
since he introduced that dry-
rot-proof rubbery tubing
back in 1996. Now he has
something better, a thin clear
flexible material he call Spydeer Web Aligner.We’re show-
ing it in the insert photo with his streamlined new
Spydeer peep. “Even our Super Tube will sometimes
break on the fastest bows,” Gibbs said.“This will definite-
ly last longer than Super Tube.”

GAG sells the two components packaged together or
you can buy the Web Aligner separately in bulk. Since this
is a small diameter solid material, you may need to drill
holes in existing peeps to use it. Find out more by calling
the Arkansas firm at (870) 942-4181.

Ashley Sunday of 3Rivers Archery went through the wide selection of recurve
bows from October Mountain Products (OMP) with the aid of Dave Parker.The
traditional distributor she has worked for during the past 4-1/2 years plans to
add some of the Fin Finder Bowfishing Products being introduced by OMP and
was considering traditional bows that would be good choices for bowfishing.

One Fin Finder product that’s definitely not traditional is the Light Stryke
Laser Bowfishing Sight. Many archers have trouble aiming lower than the fish
appears, since light bends at the water’s surface and shooting over fish is a com-
mon mistake. This patented new sight takes advantage of that natural phenom-
enon, allowing you to position the laser dot on the fish you want to hit. Find out
more about the new Fin Finder products by calling OMC at (800) 366-4269.
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Ol' Tom and Rutwear are cut from the same cloth, so to speak, as the manufacturer uses both
brands to promote clothing as technical wear. Clay White is holding an Ol’Tom Technical Turkey
Shirt studded with specialized pockets and pouches to hold slate calls, strikers and mouth calls.
“We make the best turkey vest on the market,” his co-worker Jeff Jones told ArrowTrade,“but a
lot of guys want to run and gun without a vest or in the afternoon it may be too hot to wear
one. This way all their gear is still accessible.”

In the Rutwear line, Jones showed us a LST 3 in 1 parka with features like built in retractable
call lanyards (see inset photo) and a waterproof pocket for carrying scent that’s removable and
washable if any scent should spill. For deer, turkey and waterfowl clothing catalogs, contact the
Mississippi manufacturer at (866) 521-5012.

Precision Designed Products’ Keith Jabben writes up an order for
2,000 units with Steve Plein of Westside Archery, Dubuque, Iowa.
Jabben said each year more people are switching from his standard
inserts to the adjustable weight inserts shown in the inset photo.
Adding weight to the rear of the insert or the rear of a glue-in target
point gives you a stronger arrow, more surface for gluing and allows
you to create the perfect dynamic spine, he said. “With the traditional
equipment I like to use I can shoot to 30 yards while bare shaft testing
and get perfect arrow flight.” Reach this precision arrow component
manufacturer in Kansas by calling (620) 331-0333.

Black Widow Lures is best know as a supplier of gold
label deer urines from a northern herd, and red label urines
from a southern herd. The dominant buck lure, doe in estrus
lure and all season curiosity deer lures are bottled within 24
hours of collection to guarantee maximum freshness. Now
the firm is appealing to elk hunters with a Hot N Ready Elk
lure (held by Deanna Reinhold, left) and a Dominant Elk Lure
Cheryl Collins is holding. Also new is a lure for wild hog
hunters (shown in inset photo). Reach Black Widow Lures in
Florida at (352) 592-5340.

Dealers tried to guess
the weight of this giant
Trophy Rock in order to
win a case of the natural
mineral lick. Redmond
Minerals mines it near
Heber, Utah, where the
remains of an ancient salt
lake are found 200 feet
below the surface. In
addition to salt Trophy
Rock contains more than
50 natural minerals. It’s
broken down to 12 and
20 pound chunks, then
shrink-wrapped for sale in
units like Rusty Anderson
is holding. Wooden dis-
plays are available or you
can sell them out of the
illustrated cardboard half
crates or full  crates. Call
(888) 521-7771.
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Game Plan Gear has developed a new Leech treestand accessory pack that attach-
es with bungee cords and then cinches down tight to the treestand. That treestand is
riding comfortably on the back of Eric Beatty because its riding on the Treestand
Transport System Game Plan Gear introduced last year. Following the firm’s philosophy
of “take it to the tree”the Leech Pack has a strap for securing it to your tree once you’re
in the stand.

We photographed Beatty next to an expanding line of bowcases. The Pass Through
(bottom) has four pockets this side, two on the other (including one soft-lined pocket
for optics). Inside there are blocks you can reposition on hook and loop straps to
securely hold any bow. Suggested retail is $99.95.

The mid-priced Scrape Line has interior movable bow straps. There’s an arrow box
pocket and lightweight mesh pockets
above it for storing gear. The entry-level
Dew Claw has a single mesh exterior pock-
et but shares the same tough RipStop poly
exterior as the other cases. It’s designed to
sell for $39.95. Reach GamePlan Gear in
Ohio by calling (877) 544-6611.

Briner Technologies has doubled your
reasons for stock-
ing the DragonFIre Thermogrip, according to Joshua Briner (left) and
Rich Reagan. By changing the flexible, form-fitting white polymer that
cradles the battery case to a different stiffness, they were able to dra-
matically increase the unit’s shock-reducing feature. In fact on a test bow
they showed it was more effective than five other stabilizer models. In
cold weather, the Dragonfire will heat a bow grip for up to three hours,
using a paper-thin heating element that tapes to the bow grip. Reach
Briner Technologies in New York by calling (315) 524-4460.
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Rob Evans (left) and Myles Keller  were on hand to help Gary Drinkman
promote Fatal Attraction Game Feeds. The Wisconsin firm is packaging
the  feed in 10 and 20 pound bags and also has a sweet Sugar Beet Draw
liquid that appeals to a deer’s sweet tooth. Reach Fatal Attraction and the
parent firm, True North Outdoors, by calling (715) 781-1753.

One look at the Hooyman Saw and you can see how differ-
ent this hunter’s model is from the floppy, rod-style pruning
saws available at most hardware stores. Andrew Hooyman
made a 5 foot model and this 10-foot saw with a rigid I-beam
aluminum handle that collapses down for easy carrying. A
metal to metal positive  locking system keeps the saw at the
length you set it. A special four-edge tooth design on the high
carbon steel blade cuts fast with minimal pressure.
Replacement blades are now available but unless your cus-
tomer is in the tree trimming business, they’re not likely to
need one. Reach Hooyman, LLC at (920) 728-0900.

Delta Decoys and HS Strut® partner to deliver the most realistic decoys ever produced:

®

www.TomsLastStrut.com  |  1-800-708-0673
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Now in its 17th year, Deer Quest isn’t done coming up with
new flavors of “The Scent That Smokes.” At right, Roger Collier of
The Rack Outdoors, Collins, Mississippi samples a new Doughnut
flavor that Brad Woods said the firm introduced after Canadian
outfitters complained it was getting more difficult to obtain stale
doughnuts for bear bait.When lit, these slow burning flavor sticks
send the smell for hundreds of yards and they’re legal in states
and provinces where baiting is not allowed. “When baiting was
banned in Michigan just before the season,” the company repre-
sentative added, “we came up with a Food Scent Combo Pack
that includes corn, acorn, carrot and apple flavors.”

Deer Quest has sex scents for big game hunters and really foul-
smelling carrion scents for predator hunters. The firm sells a fire-
resistant container (at right) and also has expanded with a scent-
killing spray that includes a broad spectrum antibiotic. You can
find out more by calling (800) 795-7581.

At left, Jeff Hajari has an opportunity to
explain how his Twister Nocks from
Hunting Revolution work to Craig Yehle,
one of the lead designers for BowTech. The
nocks are spring loaded so at the moment
of release they set the shaft spinning. With
other types of fletching the arrow only
begins to spin yards downrange as the air pressure against the fletch
overcomes the inertia. Hajari believes you can shoot a more accurate
arrow if you spin the shaft immediately at a much higher rate of speed,
sort of like the rifling in a barrel stabilizes a bullet before it leaves the
gun. Because air pressure on the fletch only helps to maintain the spin,
and doesn’t create it, Twister Nock fletching is just 1/2 inch high and 7/8
inch long

Hajari says you can also eliminate much of the energy-robbing flex an
arrow goes through as it leaves a bow by spinning it while still on the
string. That means the normal concerns about front of center balance
and arrow spine don’t seem to apply. The Hunting Revolution founder
said he finds light arrows spined for a 45 pound bow shoot very well out
of his 70 pound hunting set-up.

If you’d like to try Twister Nocks in your store, call (516) 935-7126.

Aaron Hamilton manages the machine shop, writes the
CNC programming, and is part of the design team at
Martin Archery that brought back the venerable Pantera
name in an exciting new model.You can see the influence of the Alien design from the com-
panion Rytera brand in the flowing riser lines of this 32 inch bow. Martin outfits it with a STS-
licensed string stop and a roller style cable containment system. Their metal components,
and both eccentrics, are dipped in the same Next G1 camo finish as the riser and limbs.

Martin holds the patent on riser-mounted dampening systems, and this bow has Vibration
Escape Modules at both ends.The arrow shelf is covered in the same Omega V material, which
works great with fall-away rests.“It’s also soft against your finger if you do get into it with your
style of grip,”Hamilton commented.“The grip is made of the same material, which is extreme-
ly warm in cold weather.”

The Pantera’s single cam adjusts with modules in 1 inch increments. Additional draw
length adjustments can be made through the draw stop, which also controls let-off. To learn
more about the Pantera and other 2010 Martin models, reach the Washington state firm by
calling (509) 529-2554.
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